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Dispersive bubble wall—a new method of flow control in tundish
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Abstract: Tundish is the last refractory vessel in the steelmaking process. The fluid flow phenomena in tundish have a strong influ-
ence on the separation of non-metallic inclusions. The dispersive bubble wall (DBW) is a new method in tundish metallurgy. A water
model of a multi-strand tundish has been set up based on the Froude number and Reynold number similarity criteria. The effect of
DBW+weir on the flow pattern has been studied. The results show that this new structure of DBW+weir is beneficial not only to uni-
form the temperature among different submerge entry nozzles but also to separate non-metallic inclusions from liquid steel. The
DBW can capture the particles of non-metallic inclusions and make them float up to the surface.
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1 Introduction

In order to improve the cleanness of steel, a tundish
as an intermediate refining vessel is used in the con-
tinuous casting process. Tundish is the last refractory
vessel in the steelmaking process. The fluid flow phe-
nomena in tundish have a strong influence on the
separation of non-metallic inclusions [1-3]. Many in-
vestigators have studied the desirable fluid flow pat-
tern by use of flow control devices as dam and weir
[4-6]. Argon bubbling is commonly practiced in re-
fining processes for removing non-metallic inclusions
[7-8], this technique is used to achieve the homogene-
ity in temperature and metal composition and to re-
move non-metallic inclusions. So how to use the ar-
gon bubbling in tundish metallurgy is very important.

In this paper, the effect of DBW (dispersive bubble
wall) and DBW+weir on the fluid flow in a multi-
strand tundish were studied by means of a physical
model. The optimum arrangement of DBW and weir
was also obtained.

2 Water model experiment
Considering that the fluid flow pattern in tundish is

dominated by inertia, gravity and viscosity, the Re
number and Fr number have been used in this experi-
ment as the similarity criteria. Therefore, a 1/3-scale
model of the tundish was constructed using a plexi-

glass. The scale of the velocity (U) and the flow rate
(Q) were calculated as the following.

The experimental parameters of the model and the
prototype are listed in table 1. The liquid steel was
simulated by water. By calculating, both Re and Fr
numbers are invariant at any given volumetric
throughout. The water model system, from the ladle
nozzle to tundish, is shown in figure 1.

Table 1 Experimental conditions

Note: Up—the casting speed; Qp—the volume flow rate of the
prototype; Qm—the volume flow rate of the model.

In order to study the effect of DBW and weir on the
fluid flow in tundish, the residence time distribution
(RTD) was measured by using a water experimental
system SG800. By calculating the RTD-curve, the
mean residence time (tmean), dead volume fraction (Vd)
and the minimum residence time (tmin) were obtained.
The expected flow pattern means that both of the
mean residence time and the minimum residence time
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for all nozzles are increased and uniform.

Figure 1 Experiment equipment of the tundish (SEN:
submerged entry nozzle).

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Effect of the original structure with DBW on
the flow pattern in tundish

In order to study the effect of the original structure
with DBW on the flow pattern in tundish, some ex-
periments were done. Figure 2 shows the structure of
the tundish. The experimental results are listed in ta-
ble2.

Figure 2 Original structure with DBW of the tundish.

Table 2 Effect of the original structure with DBW on the
flow pattern in tundish

The experimental results show that when the weir is
replaced by DBW, the tmin values of 1# SEN and 2#

SEN are all decreased. The tmean values between the
two nozzles become uniform, the dead volume is re-
duced for 1# SEN and increased for 2# SEN. The flow
pattern in the tundish with 1# DBW structure does not
become well when the weir is replaced by DBW. So it
is necessary to optimize the structure of DBW and
weir in the tundish.

3.2 Effect of DBW+weir on the flow pattern in tun-
dish

In order to get the optimum structure of DBW+weir
for the multi-strand tundish, and to study the effect of
DBW on the flow pattern in detail, some experiments
were done. Figure 3 shows the structure of the tundish.
The results are shown in table 3.

Figure 3 Structure of DBW+weir in tundish.

The experimental results show that the position of
DBW is very important. Comparing with the same
structure tundish without DBW for 2 #  DBW, the
minimum residence times of 1# and 2# SENs are all
decreased, the difference of 1# and 2# SENs becomes
bigger. The average dead volume is also increased. So
this structure is not beneficial to separate the non-
metallic inclusions in tundish.

The experiments of the 3#-5# DBW structure tun-
dish want to solve the problem that the real residence
time of liquid steel in the tundish is much shorter than
the theoretical one, and the minimum residence time
for 1# SEN is much shorter than that of 2# SEN. The

Table 3 Effect of the DBW+weir structure on the flow pattern in tundish

in the same structure tundish without DWB.
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results show that the new structure of DBW+weir is
beneficial for the flow pattern in tundish, especially
for the 5# DBW's experiment, not only the minimum
residence time is rapidly increased, but also the resi-
dence time is increased. So the new structure tundish
is advantageous to separate non-metallic inclusions.
This is because the flow route of liquid steel can be
changed by the dispersive bubble wall. The DBW can
cut off the bottom flow and form the upward flow. So
the DBW is beneficial not only to change the flow
pattern but also to remove the non-inclusion by flota-
tion.

3.3 Effect of the DBW+T-shape weir on the flow
pattern in tundish

In order to get the optimum structure of DBW+T-
shape weir for the multi-strand tundish, and to study
the effect of DBW+T-shape weir on the flow pattern
in detail, some experiments were done. Figure 4
shows the structure of the tundish. The results are

In order to prolong the minimum residence time
and reduce the dead volume, the new structure tundish
of DBW+T-shape weir were studied. The results show
that comparing to the same structure tundish without
the 6# and 7# DBWs, the minimum residence time be-
comes longer, but the dead volume population be-
comes shorter. So this DBW structure improves the
flow pattern in tundish.

The tundish with 8# DBW is a new structure tundish.
The experimental result shows that the dead volume
changes a little, but the minimum residence time is
rapidly decreased. So this structure is not beneficial to
separate non-metallic inclusions.

3.4 Vision of the flow pattern in tundish

In order to study the effect of the new structure on
the flow pattern in the tundish in detail, the flow pat-

shown in table 4.

Figure 4 Structure of DBW+T-shape weir in tundish.

Table 4 Effect of the DBW+T-shape weir structure on the flow pattern in tundish

in the same structure tundish without DWB.

tern photos were recorded by camera. The experi-
mental results are shown in figure 5.

Figure 5 shows that the flow pattern of the 5#

DBW+weir structure tundish. As shown in figure 5,
the liquid stream from the ladle nozzle goes down to
the bottom. The weir can cut off the bottom flow and
form an upward flow. So the minimum residence time
of the 1# SEN becomes longer. When the liquid steel
flow reaches the DBW, the DBW also can cut off the
bottom flow. The particles of non-metallic inclusions
can be captured by gas bubbles and float up to the sur-
face of the liquid steel. By selecting the position of
weir and DBW, the route of the fluid flow is uniform
between different nozzles. So the minimum residence
time and the mean residence time are all obviously in-
creased. The new structure of DBW+weir is beneficial
to separate the non-metallic inclusions and uniform
the temperature between SENs.
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Figure 5 Photos of the flow pattern in the tundish with the structure of DBW+weir (5# DBW).

4 Conclusions

(1) DBW is a very important method of tundish

metallurgy for producing cleanness steel. DBW is

beneficial not only to improve the flow pattern but al-

so to capture the particles of non-metallic inclusions

and make them float up to the surface.

(2) The new structure of 5# DBW+weir is beneficial

for the flow pattern in the multi-strand tundish. The

minimum residence time and the mean residence time

are all increased rapidly. The flow routes between dif-

ferent nozzles are also uniform.

(3) Comparing to the weir in tundish, DBW can

prevent refractory pollution.
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